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Interview:
Rachel Feinstein
Fashion, fantasy and the twisted reality of
Walt Disney World – TIFFANY BAKKER
gets a glimpse into the darkly creative
mind of artist Rachel Feinstein
Photographs by Bjorn Iooss

R

achel Feinstein is feeling
flustered. In fact, the
acclaimed sculptor says
she’s been frantic all day. Her three
children (with husband, equally
renowned artist, John Currin) are
on school vacation, and she has
been trying to entertain them
while organizing a family ski trip to
Vermont the next day. “It could be a
disaster,” she admits.
Sitting in Feinstein’s studio in
NYC’s Tribeca district, there is a
momentary quiet before she has
to get back to her offspring. She
is currently planning a significant
show, which she can’t say much about
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Name: Rachel Feinstein
Profession: Sculptor
My style is: Grown-up. I
don’t try to dress too young
my go-to labels: Marc
Jacobs, L’Wren Scott, Zac
Posen and Proenza Schouler.
I also love vintage clothes
My fail-safe piece is:
My Balenciaga corduroy
pants. I have four pairs in
different colors and I wear
them all week long. I’m all
about comfort, I really am
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except that it’s “going to be a big
public park commission” and will
open in New York in fall 2014. She’s
working mostly solo on the project,
which helps her to focus.
In person, Feinstein is ethereal, yet
warm and engaging – there’s nothing
art-world stuffy about her. Currin,
who has been described as “aloof”,
has said her likeability has been good
for his career.
Considered one of New York’s most
stylish women, vintage fan Feinstein
epitomizes a bygone era. She is
something of a muse to Marc Jacobs,
who designed a whole line inspired
by her. She also walked for Tom
Ford’s debut womenswear show in
2010, alongside Beyoncé and Lauren
Hutton. But her love of fashion has
not enhanced her standing in the
art world. Clients would rather she
maintain mystique; they don’t want
her to veer on the side of celebrity.
“The people I sell my work to
would prefer that I am quiet,” she
explains. “They don’t like me being
on the front page of some magazine.
I’m not selling something that lots of
people can
buy. My ‘image’ hurts me because

Dress by L’Wren
Scott; shoes by
Marc Jacobs; ring
by Diane Kordas

my art is my image. I’ve loved
someone’s art, then met them and
it ruined their art for me. You get
an idea of how the person is, and a
great piece of art is something that
can transport you in a completely
different way than I intend it.”
Still, there’s no denying that
Feinstein has become something of
an art and fashion superstar. She is
best known for her fantasy-inspired

sculptures, which mix themes of
beauty and make-believe with an
underlying decay. She attributes this
fascination to growing up in Miami
(“There’s a lot of decay there”), and
to her family’s proximity to Walt
Disney World, which they visited
regularly.
“I got to know Disney World so well
that I started noticing the service
entrances, or if someone acted

“As a kid I became
fascinated by the
reality of
fantasy; the false
version of what
really is”
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strangely and was taken through a
secret door that you’d never seen
before,” she says. “I was fascinated by
the reality of the fantasy; the false
version of what really is.”
Still, it’s been a 20-year evolution.
She accepts female artists are judged
more harshly than males and don’t
earn anywhere near as much, but
doesn’t consider it sexist. “I just think
male artists are more interesting. It’s
a cool factor: people want a young,
gorgeous guy. There’s nothing like
the possibilities of a handsome, cool,
swinging d**k. It’s power, potency,
strength; things that will make an
older collector feel good about
themselves.”
Feinstein says all this as someone
who has contended with accusations
of riding on the coattails of her
husband’s success (Currin is known
for sexualized mash-ups of Old
Master figure painting and ‘70s
pornography). “I would have been
annihilated and taken down years
ago if I didn’t have talent,” she says.
“I know I’m a really good artist and I
know I have something to say, but I
do think it probably would have
been easier for me if I wasn’t married

to such a famous, amazing male
artist. I probably would have had a
very different trajectory.”
They met in 1994, when Feinstein
was living in a gingerbread house
as part of an exhibition. They
were engaged after two weeks and
married in 1997.
Each is the other’s worst critic and
best adviser, she says. “It’s absolutely
wonderful to have someone who sees
what you see. We have a very similar
aesthetic. We’re both conscious
of our eye and how we see things.
I think he really is the painter’s

“I think MALE ARTISTS
are more interesting. It’s
a COOL FACTOR:
people want a young,
gorgeous guy”
version of me being a sculptor.”
Feinstein describes their early
years as “very rock’n’roll” and says
they might never have become
parents, until September 11 when
they decided “it was time to grow
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Marc
Jacobs

Marc Jacobs

“I LOVE THIS
Marni dress
because it
looks vintage.”

Temperley
London

“I like
wide-leg pants,
like Temperley
London’s pair.”

Marni

Chloé

“I really love
Marc Jacobs.”
Marc Jacobs

up and have children.”
Still, becoming a mother
irrevocably changed her career.
“Having kids f***ed me up
so hard, I can’t tell you,” she
says. She now makes, at most,
eight pieces a year, with a show
perhaps every two years. “I can’t
have my children, art and

husband compete all at the
same time. It’s like Diane von
Furstenberg said, ‘You can have it
all, but not all at once.’”
With that, she returns to her
children and the organization of a
potentially disastrous skiing trip.
Whatever happens, with Feinstein
around, it certainly won’t be boring.

